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New Challenge for Principal Leadership
brought by economic and social development
ß

ß

ß

Conditions of the world, the state and the society have
undergone profound changes: transition from Industrial
society to knowledge society; speeding globalization; a more
open, transparent, free and diversified society with a higher
demand for individuality;
Parents and society have higher demand for quality education
and they hope to be involved in education reform and school
management
Traditional school management system couldn’t promote or
even blocked the educational development. There is an urgent
need to reform the “main battle field” of education—school-- to
satisfy such a demand.

Realistic Demand of Education Meaning
in its new development stage
ß

ß
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Education modernization pays more attention to quality and fairness
and manages to provide each student with suitable education to help
them achieve success in the future;
Schools at various levels and of diversified types are becoming
increasingly different. Hence, there is an urgent need to reform school
management, establish modern school operation mechanism and help
traditional schools to transform to modern ones.
It is an important task of education reform and development to provide
guarantee on resource allocation and system establishment to promote
equity, improve quality and push forward the individualized development
of the student as well as trigger independent school running and
specialized development.

Trigger Vitality for School Running
—— Traditional Administration can’t satisfy or even blocked the
education development
ß Government leads school via administrative orders and
interferes with school management. School becomes a
subordinate unit and it is impossible for the principal to
carry out his legal person responsibility;
ß Government overruns school in its management and there
were frequent inadequate, repetitive or misplaced
management, making it difficult for school to play its role
and for the public to participate;
ß Oversimplified administration in evaluating students and
teachers only through grades and school entrance rate
which restricted the creativities of both the students and
the teachers;

ß

School was indirectly turned into a government department
which taught the students in a stereotype without any desire
to reform or innovate. It can not cultivate enough diversified
talents to satisfy the demand of economic and social
development, neither can it answer the people’s various
education requirement.
Therefore, it is urgent to innovate the system, set up a
matching modern governance, improve the principal
leadership and encourage the educators to be involved in
school running so as to activate independent school running
and improve education quality.

Qingdao Practice in Principal Leadership
Improvement
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Deregulate and give the power of self development back to
school
Focus on statutes construction and explore the model of
independent school running by law
Reform the principal ranking system – making principal the
professional power in school leadership
Construct scientific and diversified educational evaluation
system, provide guidance for independent school running.
Encourage innovation and establish an ideal environment
to promote the growing of educators.

1. Streamline administration and deregulate
development power to school
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Shift Government function and coordinate the relations
between the government and school
Check the school management list from the perspective of
HR, finance, property and education administration.
Expand the school autonomy and stimulate them to develop.
Starting from 2014, the power of vice principal
appointment, medium level designation, inner organization,
budget management, students enrolment, cooperation
between school and industry and educational management
have been transferred to school.

14 Power transferred to school
Management of Officials
and teachers

About financial management

Ø Appointment of vice principal
Ø Inner organization and hiring of
medium level officials
Ø Selection and Hiring of teachers
Transferred
Ø Preposition of teacher interview

Management of
Properties

Ø Management of Financial
budget
Ø Inside distribution

School
Management List
Of Qingdao
About teaching management

Ø Procurement of facilities
Ø Bidding Invitation and
Management of Infrastructure
Project
Ø Book Procurement
Ø School Uniform and apartment
supplies

Ø Course management
Ø Students enrolment
Ø Cooperation with
industries
Ø National and
international study
tour

2. Focus on Statues Construction and explore model of
independent school running by law
ü First round of statutes construction started from 1999-2002 and
the practice of “one school one statute” was established among
elementary and secondary schools.
ü Statutes revision started in 2014. By the end of 2015, the revision
had been completed in all kindergartens, elementary and
secondary schools.
ü The new round of school statute revision fully reflected the
requirement to show “perfect school governance structure” and
transformed the running school administrative management
system .

ü Perfect teacher’s representative
committee, parent counsels and
other relevant organizations.
ü Establish school administration
committee. Important system,
policies or other important issues
relevant to students, parents or
society should be discussed and
approved by the committee. Such
committees have been set up in
over 300 elementary and secondary
schools.

Health Committee under the School
Administration Committee

Parent and School Administration
Committe

Students of Qingdao 58th Middle
school were appointed as Principal
Assistants

Student Assistants were involved in
Principal Office Work

Management Method of Qingdao Elementary School
and Secondary School
Method actively consolidates the role of school as the main education
provider and regulates that a modern school system should be established
in accordance with the education law and legal principles to have lawful
school running, independent management, democratic supervision and
public participation. The role of Statute is highlighted which requires
that school to abide by law and regulations to engage in school running
and have automatic operation. The basic principle of school rights and
obligations in courses plan, students enrolment, school management,
recruitment of teachers, funds management and international cooperation
has been clarified on the basis of Education law.

3. Conduct the Principal Ranking System Reform—
Empower the principal to lead the school in profession

Rank reform of the Principal is not only for
“de-administration”, rather, it is used as a
breakthrough to stimulate the educators to
engage in school running, so that those who
love and understand education and are
willing to be devoted to education can get
involved in school management and are
able to stand out in its innovative practice.

Principal Rank Reform：

Principal Rank
Management

Replace the official title like
department chief, vicedepartment chief and section
chief with professional title like
senior principal, intermediate
principal and junior principal.
In the mean time, supporting
management system should
be established for principal
recruitment and income
guarantee. There should be a
principal rank income to match
the rank of the principal.

4. Construct a diversified scientific education evaluation
system to provide guidance for independent school
running.
In accordance with the principle “ Streamline administration, deregulate the power and
strengthen monitoring”, on one hand, ‘subtraction’ is conducted to provide more autonomy for
principals and teachers in recruitment and courses planning; on the other hand, “addition’ is
carried out to establish publicly participated evaluation system, inspection system for
education work, economic responsibility auditing system , principal accountability system and
etc to strengthen education supervision, explore a publicly involved mechanism for education
evaluation and establish an online evaluation platform to test public satisfaction for education
system. The third party should be invited to monitor the load of school work of primary school
and education quality. With that, rights and obligations will be transferred at the same time;
services and supervision be in place; and streamlining & deregulation will be realized.

5.Encourage Innovation and create a sound
environment for development of educators
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Training program for top teachers and principals,
Top Teacher and Principal Workshop
Pilot program for education system reform
Development Forum of Island City Educators

Training Center with the support of famous universities

International exchanges and training of our principals and teachers

“Read Masterwork of Education, Be an
Intellectual teacher” Reading Practice Project

Top teacher and Principal
Workshop：

30 “Qingdao Top Teacher
Workshop” hosted by Shandong
Master teacher have been
established. In addtion, 19
“Qingdao Top Principal”
workshops chaired by candidates
of master principals of Qingdao or
Shandong. The objective of such
workshops are to play the
demonstrative role of top teacher
and principal to spread the
knowledge and share the
experience. Qingdao Education
Bureau provides 7.35 million RMB
financial support each year.
Each workshop consists of 1 host
and 6-8 members and serves as a
platform for teachers and officials
to cooperate and practice. It has
the function of education,
teaching, research and training.

Solve Reform Puzzle: Educator shoulder the
responsibility of school running
General Office of the City government issued Notice
on Initiating Pilot program for Education System,
launched 43 pilot programs for education reform
such as Blue Marine Education Experimentation,
Cultivation Trial of top Innovative Talents and
Experimentation on good quality education
resources expansion. The pilot program aimed to
provide quality education, focused on balancing
education resources, pushed forward by system
reform, speeded education modernization and
improved the education and service level.

Principal Forum on “Education Ideal and Practice”

Educator Development Forum of the Island City

Qingdao 2nd School：Cultivation Method of
Regular High School for innovative talents.
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Take ‘establish life-long development’ as the target, make
Development Plan to identify and support the advantageous
intellectual improvement of the student, establish Outstanding
Program for Cultivation of Innovative Talents to establish an open
school running system and systematic educating mechanism.
The practice of “Mock Culture” moved the UN into the campus so
that students could observe the world and discuss the international
hot topics while experiencing the international affairs negotiation.
”People’s Congress” was held in school, and students could observe
social life via experiencing the introduction of the proposal and have
strengthened their sense of social responsibility and missions.
The concept of “City management ”was introduced in school, making
the school a simulated city and students the owner of the school.
Thus, the school has a strong feature of cultivation for youngsters.

Culture Simulation——Lead Students to Practice

Humanity courses represented by “culture simulation adopt the form of simulating UN
plenary conference, simulating economic association, simulating Legal court,
National Peoples Congress and Press competition which enriched students study and
broadened their horizon. For example, for UN course, students need to systematically
study the UN operation model, international disputes solving and negotiation model
and knowledge of international politics and economics. They need to learn to debate
and present in English. They were supposed to use the knowledge they absorbed and
accumulated in school, national or even the international. The UN simulation activities
enable students to think and solve international hot issues like a real diplomat.

The 39th Middle School of Qingdao: Collaborate with Science and
Research Institutes of Universities to establish study focusing on marine
education

Englightenment 1：Liberate our thoughts and
change our dependence on administrative orders
ü We were used to solving all problems
through administrative means. We
considered people we serve as our
subordinates and we were superior while

Legal Thinking

they should obey our administrative
order.
ü To have a modern school system, it is
necessary to remove the barrier caused by
the above mentioned thoughts,
strengthen legal awareness and set up a
new pattern for educational
governance. 。

Administrative
Thinking

Enlightenment 2：Trigger dynamics for reform and
mobilize the participation of the principal and
teachers.
School is the major carrier of education and the basic unit for its development.
Only when reform is conducted on school and reflected on teachers and students,
can value of reform be realized.
The effectiveness of reform is decided by the harmonious relations among
government, school and social relations as well as the principals’ wisdom of
“transferring” and utilize power.
A principal needs to have modern concepts of education and be broad minded.
He should be fully devoted and possess modern democratic ideas. He should
willingly “transfer” power to external and internal organizations, encourage
democratic participation and accept monitoring so that all teachers and stuff at
school would feel they are owners and their behaviors are important to school.
Only in this way, could the leadership of school be improved.

Thank you!

